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UNIT 1. The history of building. 

 
 1. a). Study information. 

Types of affixes. 

 

1. Affixes of nouns:  

- ion / - sion /-tion; -ure / -ture; -ment; -ance / -ence - abstract nouns;  

- er / -or - denotes a job;  

-ing - process;  

-ty / -ity; -ness - property, attribute. 

 

2. Affixes of adjectives:  

-ic; -able / -ible; -ant / -ent ; -ive; -ous; -al; -ful 3 presence of the characteristic 

expressed by stem;  

-less - lack of quality;  

-un / -in / -ir / -il / -im - opposite, not. 

 

3. Affixes of verbs:  

- ize 3 from noun,  to acquire the features of noun;  

re- (prefix) again or back. 

 

b). Find in the dictionary all meanings of the words. Construct all possible words 

adding any affixes. 

Example: research – researcher (noun), construct 3 constructive (adjective), write -  

rewrite (verb). 

 

1. Engineer ___________________________________________________ 

2. Build ______________________________________________________ 

3. Application _________________________________________________ 

4. Construct ___________________________________________________ 

5. Utilize _____________________________________________________ 

 

2. Use the table to construct statements about buildings and builders. 

 

Her father is 

are 

have 

has 

a builder. 

Builder an honorable profession. 

The builder’s profession many old bridges in our town. 

There pads to protect their hands. 

 

3. Read and translate the following word combinations into Russian.  

 

1. Profession of civil engineer_______________________________________ 

2. Branches of civil engineering _____________________________________ 

3. Utilization of materials and forces of nature________________________ 

4. To protect oneself against the elements _____________________________ 

5. Civil engineering_______________________________________________ 
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6. Mechanical engineering _________________________________________ 

7. Electrical engineering __________________________________________ 

8. Nuclear engineering ___________________________________________ 

9. Mining engineering____________________________________________ 

10. Military engineering ___________________________________________ 

11. Marine engineering____________________________________________ 

12. Sanitary engineering ___________________________________________ 

 

4. Read and translate the text.  

 

Civil Engineering 

 

The word "engineering" means the art of designing, constructing, or using engines. But this 

word is now applied in a more extended sense. It is applied also to the art of executing such 

works as the objects of civil and military architecture, in which engines or other mechanical 

appliances are used. Engineering is divided into many branches. The most important of them 

are: civil, mechanical, electrical, nuclear, mining, military, marine, and sanitary engineering. 

While the definition "civil engineering" dates back only two centuries, the profession of 

civil engineer is as old as civilized life. 

In order to understand clearly what civil engineering constitutes, let us consider briefly 

the development of different branches of engineering. Some forms of building and utilization 

of the materials and forces of nature have always been necessary for man. Man had to protect 

himself against the elements and sustain himself in the conflict with nature. 

Up to about the middle of the 18th century there were two main branches of engineering 

- civil and military. The former included all those branches of the constructive art not directly 

connected with military operations and the construction of fortifications, while military 

engineering concerned itself with the application of science and the utilization of building 

materials in the art of war. But later there came a remarkable series of mechanical inventions, 

great discoveries in electrical science and atomic energy. It led to the differentiation of 

mechanical, electrical, nuclear engineering, etc.  

Architecture, which up to the 18th century had been considered a branch of engineering 

had become a profession by itself. The term "civil engineering" has therefore two distinct 

meanings. In the widest and oldest sense it includes all non-military branches of engineering as it 

did two centuries ago. But in its narrower and at the present day more correct sense civil 
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engineering includes mechanical engineering, electrical engineering, metallurgical, and mining 

engineering.  

  

5.  Answer the following questions.   

 

1. What are the main branches of engineering?  

2. What is civil engineering?  

3. How old is the profession of civil engineer? 

4. What are the fields of civil engineering? 

 

6.  Put these items of the plan in the order according to the content of the text above. 

 

1. Two main branches of engineering. 

2. The age of the profession of civil engineer. 

3. The meaning of the word 5engineering6. 
4. The widest and oldest sense of the term 5civil engineering6. 
5. The consequences of inventions and discoveries. 

 

7.  Use these clichés to retell the text. 
 

I’m going to retell&&. 
In the beginning of&&  
I’ve known that&& 

It was interesting to know that&&.. 
Speaking of&.. it turned out that&&& 

The fact that &&& was new for me.......... 
It goes without saying that .......... 

Moreover (Furthermore)............... 

To sum up ................... 

In conclusion .................. 

However .................. 

 

 

8. Read, translate and complete the dialogue. 

 
Teacher:   Today we are going to discuss the development of different branches of 

engineering. Can you name any? 

Student:  Yes, certainly. The most important of them are: civil, mechanical, electrical, 

nuclear, mining, military, marine and sanitary engineering. 

Teacher:   Let’s remember the fields of civil engineering. 
Student:   In the whole, civil engineering makes housing, industrial construction; the 

construction of highways, city streets and railroads. 

Teacher:   Explain, please, the fields of mechanical and military engineering. 

Student:…………………………………………………………… 
 

9. Read and translate the text.  
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From the history of communications 

 

Most people think of communications only when they want to get from one place to 

another. But communications are important to the national economy of a country. 

Without good roads and railways a country cannot develop its resources and industry. 

Without roads it is impossible to market agricultural produce. 

Early man probably used the river as his first means of travel and communications. 

Here he was safe from the wild animals in the forests. Later, man began to develop 

roads. These at first would be no more than tracks across the mountains and paths 

through the forests. But very early in Europe we find the development of the amber 

trade, from the Baltic coast via the great rivers, such as the Rhine, Elbe and Danube, to 

the Mediterranean. 

In Roman times, roads became important for military reasons. Today we have 

increased the ways of communication. Roads are still important, water, in the form of 

either rivers or seas, is useful for carrying bulky materials. 

But to these we have added the railway and the airplane. Airplanes cannot carry a 

great deal in weight, and are used mainly for carrying mail, people, or important goods. 

Although the future belongs to air transport the railways today still carry the bulk of 

passenger and goods traffic. Railway transport is still one of the cheapest ways of 

hauling freight over long distances. 

Modern Soviet railways run a transcontinental passenger service. It rushes the 

traveler across two continents - Europe and Asia - in most convenient all-metal 

carriages. The dining-car will cater for all appetites. The luggage-van and the then 

existing machines could not cope with the ever increasing demands of the mines. The 

stationary steam engine invented by I. Polsunov in 1763 and installed at some plants 

paved the way for the introduction of steam as tractive power on railways. 

The first steam locomotive in Russia was constructed by the Cherepanovs, father and 

son, who were considered to be the most skilled and most talented workmen of their 

time. 

The first railway in Russia using steam traction was put into operation at the Nizhni 

Tagil metallurgical works. It was a short distance line covering only 854 m. It is to the 
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Cherepanovs that Russia owes the right to be placed among the countries which were the 

first to use steam as tractive power. 

Some four years later, in 1837, the inauguration of the St. Petersburg - Tsarskoye 

Selo railway took place. 

That very important railway line, which was 27 km, was soon followed, in 1851, by 

the construction of the St. Petersburg - Moscow line, 644 km in length. That was a first-

class double-track railway line, which linked two large industrial and cultural centers - 

Moscow and St. Petersburg; 185 bridges and 19 viaducts were erected to make the line 

as straight and level as possible. P. P. Melnikov and N. O. Kraft, prominent engineers, 

were in charge of the construction work. 

 

Notes 

1. may be traced 4 @B:AB CDBE?98<FP 
2. as far back as 4 G:9, 9M9 
3. tram-ways 4 647BA9FBKAO9 CGF< 

4. who suggested that cast iron rails should be used instead of trams - >BFBDO= 
CD98?B:<? <ECB?P;B64FP KG7GAAO9 D9?PEO 6@9EFB 89D96SAAOI (?9:A9=) 

5. to meet the needs 4 G8B6?9F6BDSFP CBFD95ABEF<  
6. to be superior 4 CD96BEIB8<FP 
7. to time train movements 4 EBEF46?SFP D4EC<E4A<9 CB9;84 
8. to gain ground 4 D4ECDBEFD4ASFPES, GE<?<64FPES 
9. the then existing 4 EGM9EF6B646L<9 FB784 
10. paved the way 4 (;8.) CDB?B:<? CGFP 
11. the Cherepanovs 4 '9D9C4AB6O 

  

 

10. Complete each  sentence with right variant.  

 

1. Early man used _____________ (trees, rivers, bridges) as his first means of 

communications. 

2. In Roman times, roads became important for ______________ (economical, 

traveling, military) reasons. 

3. The future belongs to ___________ (air transport, railways, sea transport). 

4. The first railway in Russia with steam traction was put into operation at the 

_____________ (Tsarskoye Selo, Nizhni Tagil, Moscow) metallurgical works. 

5. The inauguration of the St. Petersburg - Tsarskoye Selo railway took place in 

__________ (1851, 1763, 1837). 

 

11. Complete   the   sentences.  
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1. Without good roads and railways a country cannot __________________ 

2. Airplanes cannot carry ________________________________________ 

3. Railway transport is still _______________________________________ 

4. It is to the Cherepanovs which were the first _______________________ 

 

12.  Answer the following questions.   

 

1. What does the communication system include? 

2. Why do railways still stay one of the most important ways of communications 

today? 

3. Who was the constructor of the first steam locomotive in Russia? 

4. What do you prefer to travel by? 

 
13.  Use  correct forms of adjectives. 

 

1. Civil, mechanical, electrical, nuclear, mining, military engineering branches are 

(important) ___________ ones.  

2. Civil engineering is (old) _________than nuclear one. 

3. Railway transport is still one of (cheap) _________ ways of hauling freight over 

long distances. 

4. The line covering 854 m. is much (short) ____________ than distance line in 644 

km. Nowadays air transport is (fast) ___________ way of communication. 

 

14.  Choose the correct forms of verbs. 

 

1. During the last hundred years many new methods of building _______________. 

    a) has been discovered, b) have been discovered, c) will has been discovered  

 

2. One of the most recent discoveries _________ the usefulness of steel as a building 

material. 

   a) is, b) were, c) be 

 

3. Nowadays it _________ often necessary to have a very fast transport. 

   a) is, b) are, c) were 
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UNIT 2.The history of railways. 

 

1. Read and translate the text. 

The railway is 4 good example of 4 system evolved in various places to fulfill 4 

need and then developed empirically. In essence it consists Bf parallel tracks or bars of 

metal or wood, supported transversely by other bars 4 stone, wood, steel and concrete 

have been used 4 so that the load of the vehicle is spread evenly through the 

substructure. Such tracks were used in the Middle Ages for mining tramways in Europe; 

railways came to England in the 16th century and went back to Europe in the 19th 

century as an English invention. 

The history of rail transport dates back nearly 500 years and includes systems 

with man or horse power and rails of wood or stone. Modern rail transport systems first 

appeared in England in the 1820s. These systems, which made use of the steam 

locomotive, were the first practical forms of mechanized land transport, and they 

remained the primary form of mechanized land transport for the next 100 years. 

Ancient world 

The earliest evidence of a railway found thus far was the 6 to 8.5 km long 

"Diolkos" wagonway, which transported boats across the Isthmus of Corinth in Greece 

since around 600 BC. Wheeled vehicles pulled by men and animals ran in grooves in 

limestone, which provided the track element, preventing the wagons from leaving the 

intended route. The Diolkos was in use for over 650 years, until at least the 1st century 

AD. The first horse-drawn wagonways also appeared in ancient Greece, with others to 

be found on Malta and various parts of the Roman Empire, using cut-stone tracks. 

Wagonways or tramways are thought to have developed in Germany in the 1550s to 

facilitate the transport of ore tubs to and from mines, utilizing primitive wooden rails. 

The technology spread across Europe and had certainly arrived in Britain by the early 

1600s.  

By the eighteenth century, such wagonways and tramways existed in a number of 

areas. Ralph Allen, for example, constructed a tramway to transport stone from a local 

quarry to supply the needs of the builders of the Georgian terraces of Bath.  
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Because rails were smoother than roads, a greater quantity and tonnage of bulk 

goods such as coal and minerals could be carried, and without damage to highways. 

Naturally, a great deal of inventiveness was focussed upon improving the rails and 

reducing the degree of friction between wheel and rail. In the late 1760s, the 

Coalbrookdale Company began to fix plates of cast iron to the wooden rails. These (and 

earlier railways) had flanged wheels as on modern railways, but another system was 

introduced, in which unflanged wheels ran on L-shaped metal plates - these became 

known as plateways.  

Steam power introduced 

James Watt, a Scottish inventor and mechanical engineer, was responsible for 

improvements to the steam engine. This raised the possibility of a smaller engine, that 

might be used to power a vehicle, and he actually patented a design for a steam 

locomotive in 1784. The first railway steam locomotive was built in 1804 by Richard 

Trevithick, an English engineer born in Cornwall.  

The Birth of the Railway  

In 1812 Oliver Evans, a United States engineer and inventor, published his vision of 

what steam railways could become, with cities and towns linked by a network of long 

distance railways plied by speedy locomotives, greatly reducing the time required for 

personal travel and for transport of goods. Evans specified that there should be separate 

sets of parallel tracks for trains going in different directions. Railways quickly became 

essential to the swift movement of goods and labour that was needed for 

industrialization.  

The first Russian railway  

Russia was in need of improved transportation and geographically suited to 

railroads, with long flat stretches of land and comparatively simple land acquisition. The 

first steam locomotive in Russia was constructed by the Cherepanovs, father and son, 

who were considered to be the most skilled and most talented workmen of their time. 

The first railway in Russia using steam traction was put into operation at the Nizhni 

Tagil metallurgical works. It was a short distance line covering only 854 m. It is to the 

Cherepanovs that Russia owes the right to be placed among the countries which were the 

first to use steam as tractive power. 
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Some four years later, in 1837, the inauguration of the St. Petersburg - Tsarskoye 

Selo railway took place. 

That very important railway line, which was 27 km, was soon followed, in 1851, by 

the construction of the St. Petersburg - Moscow line, 644 km in length. That was a first-

class double-track railway line, which linked two large industrial and cultural centers - 

Moscow and St. Petersburg; 185 bridges and 19 viaducts were erected to make the line 

as straight and level as possible. P. P. Melnikov and N. O. Kraft, prominent engineers, 

were in charge of the construction work. 

2. Translate the word combinations 

parallel tracks or bars of metal or wood _________________________________ 

load of the vehicle is spread __________________________________________ 

steam locomotive ___________________________________________________ 

mechanized land transport ____________________________________________ 

wheeled vehicles pulled by men and animals ______________________________ 

horse-drawn wagonways ______________________________________________ 

cut-stone tracks _____________________________________________________ 

ore tubs ____________________________________________________________ 

tonnage of bulk goods _________________________________________________ 

to fix plates of cast iron to the wooden rails ________________________________ 

long flat stretches of land ______________________________________________ 

the most skilled and most talented workmen _______________________________ 

inauguration ________________________________________________________ 

double-track railway line ______________________________________________ 

3. Choose   the   correct   variant   and   complete   the   sentences 

1. it consists Bf _______ (crossing, parallel, formless) tracks or bars of metal or 

wood, supported transversely by other bars. 

2.  ______ (the St. Petersburg - Moscow line, the St. Petersburg - Tsarskoye Selo 

railway, the London 3 Manchester line) was a first-class double-track railway line, 

which linked two large industrial and cultural centers. 

3. ______ (Melnikov, Evans, Watt) specified that there should be separate sets of 

parallel tracks for trains going in different directions. 
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4. The first railway steam locomotive was built in _____ (1851, 1837, 1804) by 

Richard Trevithick, an English engineer born in Cornwall.  

5. The first horse-drawn wagonways also appeared in ancient ______ (Greece, 

Egypt, Rus). 

 

4. Complete   the   sentences 

1. ____________, a United States engineer and inventor, published his vision of 

what steam railways could become, ___________. 

2. _____________ were erected to make the line as straight and level as possible. 

3. Russia was _______________________ geographically suited to railroads, with 

long flat stretches of land and comparatively simple land acquisition. 

4. Railways quickly became essential to the swift __________________ that was 

needed for industrialization.  

5. By the ____________, such wagonways and tramways existed in a number of 

areas. 

6. The first railway steam locomotive was built in __________________, an 

English engineer born in Cornwall. 

5. Unscramble the words 

nengei, tsmea, gwanayow, rtakc, wryalia, occnrtee, ivoenintn 

6. Write out all the ed-forms and define their function 

7. Answer the following questions 

1. What does any railway consist of? 

2. What tracks were used in the Middle Ages for mining tramways in Europe? 

3. What systems does the history of rail transport include? 

4. How long was the earliest railway found in ancient Greece? 

5. Why could a greater quantity and tonnage of bulk goods be carried? 

6. Who specified that there should be separate sets of parallel tracks for trains going 

in different directions? 

7. Why was Russia in need of improved transportation and geographically suited to 

railroads? 

8. Explain the following dates 
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600 BC,  1550s, 1784, 1804, 1812, 1820s, 1837, 1851  

9. Write the following words in the correct order to make sentences 

1. began, plates, wooden, company, fix, iron, of, to, rails, cast, to, the. 

2. developed, tramways, to, in, thought, are, have, Germany. 

3. provided, the, vehicles, element, men, wheeled, by, in, pulled, and, ran, 

limestone, in, grooves, animals, which, track. 
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UNIT 3. Building materials. 

 
1. Read and translate the text. 

 

Building materials. 

 

Building materials - natural and artificial material and products, used at the 

construction and building repair. Differences in the purpose and conditions to erecting and 

usages the buildings define varied requirements to the building materials and their 

extensive nomenclature. 

Building materials are distinguished on strictly building materials and building 

products - ready details and elements, assembled in the building on the place of 

construction. 

The list of building materials is extensive and varied. Alongside with traditional 

materials - ceramic, natural, stone, glass and other - in the modern construction broadly 

use new building materials on the base of metal. 

At the building activity and erecting it is necessary in the first place to use local 

building materials (sand, gravel, lime, brick and others) that shorten transport expenses, 

forming much of the material cost. The greater value for cheapen building materials has a 

salvaging the departures of industry. 

Requirements to the building material and products are kept in state sin formation on 

the building material, given its determination, specified raw material application, 

categorization, and division by the sort and marks, methods of test, condition of keeping 

and transporting. 

Official document for builders is also 5Building rates and rules6, where are kept 

nomenclature and sizes of main building materials, requirements to their quality, 

instructions upon their choice and using depending on conditions of usages of raising 

building standards, standard specifications and other normative documents.  

 

2. Read the sentences from the text with the verbs in Passive Voice, paraphrase them 

using Active Voice.  

 

Example: This bridge is made of concrete. 

1). It is the concrete bridge. 

2). They made this bridge of concrete. 
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___________________________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________________

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Write out the names of natural and artificial building materials. 

 

1. natural building materials:   ___________________________________________ 

2. artificial building materials:  __________________________________________ 

 

 
4. Read and translate the text. 

 

Properties of materials. 

Density (specific weight) is the amount of mass in a unit volume. It is measured in 

kilogram per cubic meter. The density of water is 1000 Wm
3
 but most materials have a 

higher density. Aluminium alloys, with typical densities around 2800 kg/m
3
 are 

considerably less dense than steels, which have typical densities around 7800 kg/m
3
. 

Density is important in any application where the material must not be heavy. 

Stiffness (rigidity) is a measure of the resistance to deformation such as stretching 

or bending. The Young modulus is a measure of the resistance to simple stretching or 

compression. It is the ratio of the applied force per unit area (stress) to the fractional 

elastic deformation (strain). Stiffness is important when a rigid structure is to be made. 

Strength is the force per unit area (stress) that a material can support without 

failing. The units are the same as those of stiffness, but in this case the deformation is 

irreversible. The yield strength is the stress at which a material first deforms plastically. 

For a metal the yield strength may be less than the fracture strength. It is the stress at 

which it breaks. Many materials have a higher strength in compression than in tension. 

Ductility is the ability of a material to deform without breaking. One of the great 

advantages of metals is their ability to be formed into the shape that is needed, such as 

car body parts. Materials that are not ductile are brittle.  

Toughness is the resistance of a material to breaking when there is a crack in it. For 

a material of given toughness, the stress at which it will fail is inversely proportional to 

the square root of the size of the largest form present. Toughness is different from 

strength. For example, the toughest steels are different from the ones with the highest 

tensile strength. Brittle materials have low toughness. For example, glass can be broken 
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along a chosen line by first scratching it with a diamond. Composites can be designed to 

have considerably greater toughness than their constituent materials.  

Creep resistance is the resistance to a gradual permanent change of a shape, and it 

becomes especially important at higher temperatures. A successful research has been 

made in materials for machine parts that operate at high temperatures and under high 

tensile forces without gradually extending. For example, they can be the parts of plane 

engines. 

 

5. Name all properties of materials. 

 

1. ________________________________ 

2. ________________________________ 

3. ________________________________ 

4. ________________________________ 

5. ________________________________ 

6. ________________________________ 

 

 

6. Match the following words with their Russian equivalents: 

 

1 density a 69E 
2 weight b >B?<K9EF6B 
3 a volume c B5N9@ 

4 an amount d C?BFABEFP 
5 stiffness e :9EF>BEFP 
6 rigidity f F69D8BEFP 
7 a force g E<?4 
8 strength h CDBKABEFP 

 

1 ____, 2 ____, 3 ____, 4 ____, 5 ____, 6 ____, 7 ____, 8 ____. 

 

7. Make up your own sentences with the words from above. 

 

8. Find out 8 words: 

 
x s t i f n e s s i 

u d e f 0 r m s t d 

w i z u r 0 0 a r g 

p e e r c w z y e e 

x i s t e e 1 0 n h 

w y 0 0 1 1 a z g g 

s s e n h g u 0 t n 
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f r a c t u r e h c 

1. _______________________ 

2. _______________________ 

3. _______________________ 

4.  _______________________ 

5. _______________________ 

6. _______________________ 

7. _______________________ 

8. _______________________ 

 
9. Read the text and answer the following questions. 

1. Is density (specific weight) the amount of mass in a unit volume? 

2. Is it measured in kilograms per cubic meter? 

3. Is density important in any application where the material must not be heavy? 

4. Is stiffness (rigidity) a measure of the resistance to deformation such as stretching or 

bending? 

5. Is strength the force per unit area (stress) that a material can support without failing? 

6. Is toughness the resistance of a material to breaking when there is a crack in it?  

7. Is creep resistance the resistance to a gradual permanent change of shape?  
  

10. Read the text again and complete the following sentences: 

1. Aluminium alloys, with typical densities around..........are considerably less dense 

than steels, which have typical densities around......... 

2. ........is important in any application where the material must not be heavy. 

3. The Young modulus is a.............. to simple stretching or compression. 

4.  It is the ratio of the applied force per unit area (stress) to the................ 

5. The yield strength is the stress at which a ................ 

6. For a metal the yield strength may be which the stress at which it breaks is; many 

materials have a................... tension. 

7.  One of the great advantages of metals is............. such as car body parts. 

8.  Materials that are not ductile are...................... 

9. Toughness is the........... of a material to breaking when there is a crack in it. 

10. ....................is a measure of the resistance to deformation such as stretching or 

bending. 

 

11. Read the following statements and tell whether they are true or 

false. Correct all  false statements. 
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1.  Density (specific weight) is not the amount of mass in a unit volume. 

2. Aluminium alloys, with typical densities around 3000 kg/m
3 

are considerably less 

dense than steels, which have typical densities around 7800 kg/m
3
. 

3.  Density is not important in any application where the material must not be heavy. 

4.  The Young modulus is a measure of the resistance to simple stretching or 

compression. 

5. It is the ratio of the applied force per unit area (stress) to the fractional elastic 

deformation (strain). 

6. Strength is the force per unit area (stress) that a material can support without 

failing. 

7.  Many materials have not a higher strength in compression than in tension.  

8.  Ductility is the ability of a material to deform without breaking. 

9.  Toughness is the resistance of a material to breaking when there is a crack in it. 

10.  It is measured in a kilogram per cubic meter. 

 

 

12. Put the following sentences in negative and interrogative form: 

 

1. Density (specific weight) is the amount of mass in a unit 

volume.__________________________________________________________ 

2. Stiffness (rigidity) is a measure of the resistance to deformation such as 

stretching or bending._______________________________________________ 

3. Toughness is the resistance of a material to breaking when there is a crack in 

it._______________________________________________________________ 

4. Ductility is the ability of a material to deform without 

breaking._________________________________________________________ 

       5.  Strength is the force per unit area (stress) that a material can support without 

failing. __________________________________________________________  

 

13. Make up sentences. 

1. any, in , density, important, application, is _______________________________ 

2. important, a, is, stiffness, rigid, structure, is, to, when, mad, be 

_________________________________________________________________ 

3. from, toughness, is, strength, different___________________________________ 

4. low, brittle, have, materials, toughness __________________________________ 
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5. a, many, in, materials, have, higher, strength, in, tension, than, 

compression._______________________________________________________ 

 

 
14. Read and translate the text.  

Brick 

A brick is best described as "a building unit". It may be made of burnt clay, of 

concrete, of mortar or of a composition of sawdust and other materials; in shape it is a 

rectangular solid and its weight is from 6 1/2 to 9 pounds. 

The shape and convenient size of a brick enables a man to grip it with an easy 

confidence and, because of this, brick-building has been popular for many hundreds of 

years. The hand of the average man is large enough to take a brick and is able to handle 

more than 500 bricks in an eight-hour working day. 

It is necessary, therefore, for the "would-be" bricklayer to practice handling a brick 

until he can control it with complete mastery and until he is able to place it into any 

desired position. 

 

15. Answer the following questions.   

 

1. What materials is brick made of? 

2. Why brick-building has been popular for many hundreds of years? 

3. What is the shape of a brick? 

4. What is the brick's weight? 

 

16. Find English equivalents from the text above. 

 

1. HBD@4 < D4;@9D ><DC<K4 ___________________________,  

2. L<D<A4 ><DC<K4 __________________________________,  

3. EFDB<F9?PEF6B <; ><DC<K4 __________________________,  

4. <; B5B::9AAB= 7?<AO _____________________________,  

5. CD4>F<>B64FPES 6 G>?48>9 __________________________,  

6. 8BEF4FBKAB 5B?PL4S _______________________________,  

7. E CB?AO@ @4EF9DEF6B@ _____________________________,  

8. ?GKL9 6E97B I4D4>F9D<;G9FES ________________________. 

 

17.  Make sentences using the words below.  
 
1. clay, a brick, of, can, made, be, burnt.______________________________________ 

2. Brick-building, popular, has, years, of, been, hundreds, for, many.________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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3. A "would-be", a brick, must, bricklayer, until, practice, mastery, handling, control, 

with, he, complete can, it.________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. able, a bricklayer, is, any, a brick,  to place, position, into, position._______________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. pads, the bricklayer's, with, and, thumb, the fingers, be, protected, must, 

leather._________________________________________________________________ 

 

18. Read and translate the text.  

 

Prestressed concrete. 

 

Prestressed concrete is not a new material. Its successful use has been developed 

rapidly during the last four decades, chiefly because steel of a more suitable character 

has been produced. 

Concrete is strong in compression but weak when used for tensile stresses. If, 

therefore, we consider a beam made of plain concrete, it will at once be realized that the 

beam's own weight will cause the beam to "sag" or bend. This sagging at once puts the 

lower edge of the beam in tension, and if the cross-sectional area is small, causes it to 

break. 

If, on the other hand, we use a beam of similar cross-section, but incorporate steel 

bars in the lower portion, the steel will resist the tensile stress derived from the sag of 

the beam, and thus assist in preventing it from breaking. 

In prestressed concrete steel is not used as reinforcement, but as a means of 

producing a suitable compressive stress in the concrete. Therefore any beam (or 

member) made of prestressed concrete is permanently under compression, and is 

consequently devoid of cracks-under normal loading, or so long as the "elastic limit" is 

not exceeded. Prestressed concrete is not only used for beams but is now employed 

extensively for columns, pipes, and cylindrical water-towers, storage tanks, etc. 

 

19. Choose correct variant and complete the sentences.  

 

1. Prestressed concrete is ...  

a) a completely new building material, b) not really a new material 

 

2. The successful use of prestressed concrete has been developed rapidly ...  

a) long ago, b) during the last four decades 
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3. Plain concrete is ...  

a) strong in compression, b) weak in compression 

 

4. Plain concrete is ...  

a) weak when used for tensile stress, b) strong when used for tensile stress 

 

5. Prestressed concrete is used ...  

a) only for beams, b) for beams, columns, pipes, etc. 

 

20. Complete  the  sentences. 

  

1. Prestressed concrete has been used during ... .   

2. Plain concrete is strong in ... .  

3. The sagging of a beam made of plain concrete may cause it to ... . 

4. Incorporated steel bars in the lower portion of a beam prevent ... . 

5. A beam made of prestressed concrete is permanently under ... . 

6.  Prestressed concrete is now employed extensively for ... . 

 

 
21.  Answer the following questions.   

 

1. Is prestressed concrete a new building material? 

2. How long has prestressed concrete been used in construction? 

3. What disadvantages has plain concrete? 

4. What is steel used in prestressed concrete for? 

5. What will happen if "elastic limit" of a beam is exceeded? 

6. What is prestressed concrete used for? 

 

 
 

22. Read and translate the text.  

 

Ferrous and non-ferrous metals. 

In general metals are used in various constructions and different industries. For 

example, thousands of miles of railway track. All metals are divided into ferrous and 

non-ferrous metals. Ferrous metals are iron and its alloys (steel, cast iron etc.). 

Especially ferrous metals are of great importance. Machine tools and machinery, 

steamships and locomotives, automobiles and aeroplanes, rails and bridges, razor blades 

are turned out by the steel industry. 

Non-ferrous are metals and alloys the main component of which is not iron but 

another element. It may be copper, aluminium, zinc. That's why copper and aluminium 

are belonged to as non-ferrous metals. Non-ferrous metals are extracted from minerals 
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such as magnesite (magnesium carbonate), tinstone (tin oxides) etc. Non-ferrous metals 

have some characteristics. They are: high electric and heat conductivity, high corrosion 

resistance, non-magnetic qualifies, light weight and easiness to fabrication. 

 

 

23. Match the following words with their Russian equivalents: 

  

1 non-ferrous metal a @98P 
2 an alloy      b <AEFDG@9AF 
3 a railway c @BEF 
4 a network d J69FAB= @9F4?? 
5 a tool e EC?46 
6 a bridge f :9?9;A4S 8BDB74 
7 copper g E9FP 

1. ____, 2. ____, 3. ____, 4. ____, 5. ____, 6. ____, 7. ____. 

 

24. Read the text again and complete the spidergram. 

 

 
 

 

25.  Complete the following sentences: 

 
1. Ferrous metals _____________________________________________________. 

2. __________________________________________, steamships and locomotives, 

automobiles and aeroplanes _______________________________________________. 

3. _______________________________are referred to as non-ferrous metals. 

4. ___________________are divided into ________________________________. 

5. In general, _______________________________________________________. 

6. _______________________________________have some characteristics. 

 

Metals 
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26. Read the following statements and say whether they are right or wrong. Correct  

false statements. 

 

1. Thousands of miles of railway track form an intricate network of steel over the 

world, helping to carry daily billions of freight for different industries. 

2. Copper, aluminium and some other metals are not referred to non-ferrous metals. 

3. All metals are divided into ferrous and non-ferrous metals. 

4. Metals in general and especially ferrous metals are of great importance in various 

constructions. 

5. Ferrous metals are iron and its alloys. 

6. Non-ferrous metals are extracted from minerals such as magnesite, tinstone etc. 

 

 27.   Put the following sentences in negative and  

interrogative form. 

 

1. All metals are divided into ferrous and non-ferrous metals.___________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. Ferrous metals are iron and its alloys. ___________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. Ferrous metals are of great importance in various constructions. ______________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. Non-ferrous are metals and alloys the main component of which is iron. ________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. Copper, aluminium and some other metals are referred to as non-ferrous metals. _ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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UNIT 4. Types of transport. 

 

 

1. Read and translate the text. 

 

The coming revolution in transportation. 

You ride toward the city at 90 miles an hour, glancing through the morning 

newspaper while your electrically powered car follows its programmed route on 

an automated "guideway". You leave your car at the city's edge - a parklike city 

without streets - and enter a small plastic "people capsule". Inside, you dial your 

destination on a sequence of numbered buttons and settle back. Smoothly, 

silently, your capsule accelerates to 80 miles an hour. Guided by a distant master 

computer, it slips down into the network of tunnels under the city and takes 

precisely the fastest route to your destination. 

Far-fetched? Not at all. Every element of this fantastic system is already 

within range of our scientists' skills. Indeed, the system utilizes only a few of the 

exciting new people-moving machines that have reached or passed the ex-

perimental stage. 

Automated highways - engineers call them guideways - are technically 

feasible today. General Motors successfully demonstrated an electronically 

controlled guidance system. A wire was embedded in the road, and two pick -up 

coils were installed at the front of a car to sense its position in relation of that 

wire. The coils sent electrical signals to the steering system, to keep the vehicle 

automatically on course. They tested a system that also controlled spacing and 

detected obstacles. It could slow down or stop an overtaking vehicle until the 

road was clear. 

Other companies are also experimenting with guide ways. In some systems, 

the car's power comes from an electric transmission line built into the road. In 

others, vehicles would be carried on a high speed conveyer, or perhaps in a 

container. 

Computer-controlled highways will almost surely become a reality, for when 

the human element is removed, vehicles can travel with greater safety at faster 
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speeds, closer together. In fact, most experts believe that each lane of automated 

highway could move the traffic of three or four of today's uncontrolled lanes. 

"People Places". And when all this comes true, will we drive into even more 

nightmarish traffic tangles on city streets? The answer to this was found in Sweden. As 

you stroll across a fountain-dotted plaza lined with attractive shops, you don't hear any 

traffic noise here; this is "a walking plaza", "a people place", and the key to its success is 

the network of tunnels beneath it. Down there, trucks are supplying the stores with 

merchandise, and a subway carry people to and from nearby Stockholm. 

Underground Highways? Most transportation experts don't consider them 

extravagant at all. Improved boring methods laser beams, chemicals, water or flame jets 

- will make tunneling cheaper. Moreover, underground highways are not affected by 

weather, and they do not provoke the bitter debates that have erupted in many cities over 

the displacement of people by surface construction. 

Many of the transportation authorities are enthusiastic about Stockholm's "walking 

plaza" concept. The idea is to provide for most of the people's needs in a more 

concentrated area, so that they have less reason to travel outside their own community. 

Still, people must travel to their place of work - which is not necessarily near where 

they live - and this causes an almost universal problem in our cities. Some recent studies 

point toward solution. For example, a bus line picks up passengers practically at their 

doors (for a monthly charge) and carries them, directly to their place of work. In the 

future, such personalized computer services may be provided by mini-buses. One 

proposal calls for special metal plates connected to a central computer, installed 

throughout a neighborhood. When someone pushes a plate, it signals the computer 

which orders the nearest mini-bus to pick him up. 

 

2. Answer the following questions.   

 

1. What will the city of the future look like?  

2. Can you explain what an automated "guide way" mean?  

3. What is a "people capsule"? Is it fantasy?  

4. What is a small computer in the automated autos used for and where is it placed?  

5. What are the advantages of automated highway lanes as compared with uncontrolled 

lanes?  
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6. How did the specialists in Sweden solve the transportation problem in the busy centre 

of the city?  

7. What are the advantages of the underground highways as compared with the surface 

highways? 

8. What services may be provided by mini-buses in the future city?  

 

3. Unscramble the words.  

 

edawyugi  ______________________                          

stediotaion  _____________________                  

leuscpa  ________________________           

hielvec _________________________               

vorkepo __________________________                  

ghdoonobrhi  ______________________                          

telericc ___________________________                       

 

4.  Make the following interrogative.  

 

1. You leave your car at the city's edge and enter a small plastic "people 

capsule". 

2. You dial your destination on a sequence of numbered buttons.  

3. Other companies are also experimenting with guide ways. 

4. Vehicles would be carried on a high speed conveyer or in a container. 

5. You don't hear any traffic noise here. 

6. Trucks are supplying the stores with merchandise. 

7. This causes an almost universal problem in our cities. 

8. A bus line picks up passengers practically at their doors. 

9. Personalized computer services may be provided by mini-buses. 

10. The computer orders the nearest mini-bus to pick him up. 

 

5. Translate sentences into English.  

 

1. #DBE@4FD<64S GFD9AARR 74;9FG ______________________________________ 

2. �O BEF46?S9F9 E6BR @4L<AG A4 B>D4<A9 7BDB84 _________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. �BEF<74FP 80 @<?P 6 K4E  ____________________________________________ 

4. #BEO?4FP Q?9>FD<K9E><= E<7A4?  _____________________________________ 

5. #B8;9@AO9 LBEE9 A9 ;46<ESF BF CB7B8O  _______________________________ 

6. 'EF4AB6?9AAO= 6 B>D9EFABEFSI ______________________________________ 

7. #9DEBA4?PAO9 >B@CPRF9DAO9 E?G:5O ________________________________ 

 

6. Complete the sentences.  

 

1. You leave your car at the city's edge - a parklike city without streets 3 and  

__________________________________________________________________  

2. Guided by a distant master computer, it slips ________________________ 

3. The system utilizes only_________________________________________ 
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4. The coils sent electrical signals to _________________________________ 

5. When the human element is removed, vehicles can ____________________ 

__________________________________________________________________ 

6. The key to success of "a people place" is  ________________________________ 

7. Underground highways do not provoke __________________________________ 
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UNIT 5. Types of trains. 

 

1. Read and translate the text. 

Wagonways and tramways. 

The earliest evidence of a wagonway, a predecessor of the railway, found so far 

was the 6 to 8.5 km long Diolkos wagonway, which transported boats across the Isthmus 

of Corinth in Greece since around 600 BC. Wheeled vehicles pulled by men and animals 

ran in grooves in limestone, which provided the track element, preventing the wagons 

from leaving the intended route. The Diolkos was in use for over 650 years, until at least 

the 1st century AD. The first horse-drawn wagonways also appeared in ancient Greece, 

with others to be found on Malta and various parts of the Roman Empire, using cut-

stone tracks. They fell into disuse as the Roman Empire collapsed. 

The earliest known record of a railway in medieval Europe is a stained-glass 

window in the Minster of Freiburg in Breisgau dating from around 1350.  

In 1515, Cardinal Lang wrote a description of a funicular railway in Austria. The 

line originally used wooden rails and a hemp haulage rope, and was operated by human 

or animal power, through a tread wheel. The line still exists, in updated form, and is 

probably the oldest railway still to operate.  

Wagonways (or 'tramways') are thought to have developed in Germany in the 

1550s to facilitate the transport of ore tubs to and from mines, utilizing primitive 

wooden rails. Such an operation was illustrated in 1556 by Georgius Agricola. These 

used "Hund" carts with unflanged wheels running on wooden planks and a vertical pin 

on the truck fitting into the gap between the planks, to keep it going the right way. Such 

a transport system was used by German miners at Caldbeck, Cumbria, perhaps from the 

1560s. The first true railway is now suggested to have been a funicular railway made at 

Broseley in Shropshire at some time before 1605. This carried coal for James Clifford 

from his mines down to the river Severn to be loaded on to barges and carried to 

riverside towns. Though the first documentary record of this is later, its construction 

probably preceded the Wollaton Wagonway, completed in 1604, regarded as the earliest 

British installation. This ran from Strelley to Wollaton near Nottingham. Another early 

wagonway is noted onwards. Huntingdon Beaumont (who was concerned with mining at 
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Strelley) also laid down broad wooden rails near Newcastle upon Tyne, on which a 

single horse could haul fifty or sixty bushels (1303150 kg) of coal.  

By the 18th century, such wagonways and tramways existed in a number of areas. 

Ralph Allen, for example, constructed a tramway to transport stone from a local quarry 

to supply the needs of the builders of the Georgian terraces of Bath. The Battle of 

Prestonpans, in the Jacobite Rebellion, was fought astride a wagonway. This type of 

transport spread rapidly through the whole Tyneside coal-field, and the greatest number 

of lines were to be found in the coalfield near Newcastle upon Tyne. Their function in 

most cases was to facilitate the transport of coal in chaldron wagons from the coalpits to 

a staithe (a wooden pier) on the river bank, whence coal could be shipped to London by 

collier brigs. The wagonways were engineered so that trains of coal wagons could 

descend to the staithe by gravity, being braked by a brakesman who would "sprag" the 

wheels by jamming them. Wagonways on less steep gradients could be retarded by 

allowing the wheels to bind on curves. As the work became more wearing on the horses, 

a vehicle known as a dandy wagon was introduced, in which the horse could rest on 

downhill stretches. 

2. Translate the word combinations 

wagonway ________________________________________________________ 

limestone _________________________________________________________ 

intended route ______________________________________________________ 

stained-glass window ________________________________________________ 

funicular railway ____________________________________________________ 

hemp haulage rope __________________________________________________ 

unflanged wheels ____________________________________________________ 

vertical pin _________________________________________________________ 

to be loaded on to barges ______________________________________________ 

collier brigs _________________________________________________________ 

to bind on curves _____________________________________________________ 

dandy wagon ________________________________________________________ 

downhill stretches ____________________________________________________ 

3. Choose   the   correct   variant   and   complete   the   sentences 
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1. The earliest evidence of a _________ (wagonway, tramway, wooden rails), a 

predecessor of the railway, found so far was the 6 to 8.5 km long Diolkos wagonway. 

2.  In 1515, Cardinal Lang wrote a description of a funicular railway in _________ 

(Germany, Austria, the USA). 

3. The first true railway is now suggested to have been a funicular railway made at 

Broseley in Shropshire at some time before _________ (1607, 1604, 1605). 

4. _____________ (James Clifford, Ralph Allen, Cardinal Lang), for example, 

constructed a tramway to transport stone from a local quarry to supply the needs of the 

builders of the Georgian terraces of Bath. 

5. The wagonways were engineered so that trains of __________ (coal, oil, wood)  

wagons could descend to the staithe by gravity. 

4. Complete   the   sentences 

1. This carried coal for ____________________ to the river Severn to be loaded on 

to barges and carried to riverside towns. 

2. Wagonways (or 'tramways') are thought ______________________ to facilitate 

the transport of ore tubs to and from mines, utilizing primitive wooden rails. 

3. The Battle of Prestonpans, in the Jacobite Rebellion, was ________________. 

4. Wheeled vehicles pulled by men and animals ran in _____________, which 

provided the track element, preventing the wagons from ________________________. 

5. Wagonways on less steep gradients could be ______________ to bind on curves. 

6. Though the first documentary record of this is later, its construction probably 

preceded the Wollaton Wagonway, completed in _____________________ installation. 

5. Unscramble the words 

meestlion, gowan, nifucarul, aamtrwy, owdnilhl, hlaaeug 

6. Write down 4 forms of  the underlined verbs 

7. Explain the following dates 

the 1st century AD,  1350, 1515, 1556, 1605, by the 18th century 

8. Write the following words in the correct order to make sentences 

1. are, to, have, from, wagonways, utilizing, Germany, developed, in, in, rails, to, 

facilitate, the, transport, of, ore, tubs, thought, to, and, mines, primitive, the 1550s, 

wooden. 
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2. the, horse-drawn, also, ancient, appeared, in, with, others, found, on, first, tracks, 

Malta, and, various, parts, wagonways, of, the Roman, Greece, Empire, using, to be, cut-

stone. 

3. work, as, the, rest, became, the, downhill, horses, wearing, dandy, was, 

introduced, on, a  wagon, in, which, the horse, could, more, on, stretches. 
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UNIT 6. Types of cars. 

 

1. Read and translate the text.  

Streetcars - Cable Cars. 

On January 17, 1871, San Franciscan Andrew Smith Hallidie patented the first 

cable car, ultimately sparing many horses the excruciating work of moving people over 

that city's steep roadways. Using metal ropes he had patented, Hallidie devised a 

mechanism by which cars were drawn by an endless cable running in a slot between the 

rails which passed over a steam-driven shaft in the powerhouse. After gathering 

financial backing, Hallidie and his associates constructed the first cable railway.  

The track ran from the intersection of Clay and Kearny Streets along twenty-eight 

hundred feet of track to the crest of a hill 307 feet above the starting point. At five 

o'clock on the morning of August 1, 1873, a few nervous men climbed aboard the cable 

car as it stood on the hilltop. With Hallidie at the controls, the car descended and arrived 

safely at the bottom. Given San Francisco's steep terrain, the cable car came to define 

the city. Writing in 1888, Harriet Harper declared: "If any one should ask me what I 

consider the most distinctive, progressive feature of California, I should answer 

promptly, its cable-car system. And it is not alone its system which seems to have 

reached a point of perfection, but the amazing length of the ride that is given you for the 

chink of a nickel. I have circled this city of San Francisco, I have gone the length of 

three separate cable lines (by means of the proper transfers) for this smallest of Southern 

coins."  

The success of the San Francisco line led to the expansion of that system and the 

introduction of street railways in many other cities. By the 1920s, most United States 

municipalities had abandoned horse drawn cars for electrically powered cars.  

History of the Streetcar 

The first mass transportation vehicle in America was called an omnibus. It looked 

like a stagecoach and was pulled by horses. The first omnibus to operate in America 

began running up and down Broadway in New York City in the year 1827. It was owned 

by Abraham Brower, who also helped organize the first fire department in New York. 
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There had long been horse-drawn carriages in America to take people where they 

wanted to go.  

What was new and different about the omnibus was that it ran along a certain 

designated route and charged a very low fare. People who wanted to get on would wave 

their hand in the air. The driver sat on a bench on top of the omnibus at the front, like a 

stagecoach driver. When people who were riding inside wanted to get off the omnibus, 

they pulled on a little leather strap. The leather strap was connected to the ankle of the 

person who was driving the omnibus. Horse-drawn omnibuses ran in America cities 

from 1826 until about 1905.  

The first important improvement over the omnibus was the streetcar. The first 

streetcars were also pulled by horses, however, instead of riding along a regular street, 

the streetcars rolled along special steel rails that were placed in the middle of the street. 

The wheels of the streetcar were also made out of steel, carefully manufactured in such a 

way that they would not roll off the rails. A horse-drawn streetcar was much more 

comfortable than an omnibus and a single horse could also pull a streetcar that was much 

larger, and carried more passengers, than an omnibus. The first streetcar ran along 

Bowery Street in New York, and began service in the year 1832. It was owned John 

Mason, a wealthy banker, and built by Irishmen, John Stephenson.  Stephenson's New 

York company would become the largest and most famous builder of horse-drawn 

streetcars. 

 The second American city to have streetcars was New Orleans, Louisiana, in the 

year 1835. The typical American streetcar was operated by two crew members. One 

man, a driver, rode up front. His job was to drive the horse, controlled by a set of reigns. 

The driver also had a brake handle that he could use to stop the streetcar. When 

streetcars got bigger, sometimes two and three horses would be used to haul a single car. 

The second crew member was called the conductor, who rode at the back of the car.  His 

job was to help passengers get on and off the streetcar, collect their fares, and give a 

signal to the driver when everyone was on board and it was safe to proceed. He gave this 
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signal by pulling on a rope that was attached to a bell at the other end of the car that the 

driver could hear.  

The first major attempt to develop a machine that could replace horses on America's 

streetcar lines was the cable car in 1873. Cable cars were hauled by a long cable that 

moved slowly under a city's streets. To convert a streetcar line from horse cars to cable 

cars required digging a ditch between the rails and building a chamber under the track 

from one end of the line to another. This chamber was called a vault. When the vault 

was finished, a small opening was left at the top of the vault. Then a long cable was 

placed inside the vault. The cable ran under city streets from one end of the streetcar line 

to the other. The cable was spliced into a big loop and was kept moving by a huge steam 

engine with massive wheels and pulleys that was located in a powerhouse at the side of 

the street. The cable cars themselves were equipped with a device that extended down 

below the car into the vault and allowed the operator of the car to latch onto the moving 

cable when he wanted the car to go, or let go of the cable when he wanted the car to 

stop. There were many pulleys and wheels inside the vault to make sure the cable was 

able to go around corners, as well as up and down hills.  

The first cable cars ran in San Francisco. The largest and busiest fleet of cable cars 

in America were in Chicago. Most large American cities had one or more cable car lines 

by the year 1890. Frank Sprague installed a complete system of electric streetcars in 

Richmond, Virginia, in 1888. This was the first large scale and successful use of 

electricity to run a city's entire system of streetcars. Sprague was born in Connecticut in 

1857. In 1878 he graduated from the United States Naval Academy in Annapolis, 

Maryland, and began a career as a naval officer. He resigned from the navy in 1883 and 

went to work for Thomas Edison. After 1888, many cities turned to electric-powered 

streetcars. To get electricity to the streetcars from the powerhouse where it was 

generated, an overhead wire was installed over city streets. A streetcar would touch this 

electric wire with a long pole on its roof. Back at the powerhouse, big steam engines 

would turn huge generators to produce the electricity needed to operate the streetcars. A 

new name was soon developed for streetcars powered by electricity; they were called 

trolley cars.  
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2. Unscramble the words 

trseetrca, gerenorat, pleyul, peatnt, pceerod, stacogeach, niombsu, gnrei, pohouwerse. 

3. Translate the words into Russian 

Streetcars, cable cars, trolley cars, excruciating, ropes, devised, slot, steam-driven shaft, 

powerhouse, intersection, crest, hilltop, cable-car system, chink of a nickel, expansion,  

stagecoach, horse-drawn carriages, fare, leather strap, ankle, ride up, a set of reigns, 

brake handle, to proceed, bell,  ditch, chamber, vault, loop, pulleys, latch, fleet of cable 

cars, wire, generators.  

4. True or false? 

- On January 17, 1771, San Franciscan Andrew Smith Hallidie patented the first 

cable car,  

- The track ran from the intersection of Clay and Kearny Streets along thirty-eight 

hundred feet of track to the crest of a hill 307 feet above the starting point.  

- Omnibus looked like a stagecoach and was pulled by horses.  

- The leather strap was connected to the ankle of the person who was driving the 

omnibus.  

- The first streetcars were also pulled by men, however, instead of riding along a 

regular street, the streetcars rolled along special iron rails that were placed in the middle 

of the street.  

- The first streetcar ran along Bowery Street in New York, and began service in the 

year 1932.  

- The typical American streetcar was operated by two crew members.  

- The second crew member was called the conductor, who rode at the front of the 

car.   
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- A vault was a chamber under the track from one end of the line to another.  

- The largest and busiest fleet of cable cars in America were in New York.  

- A new name was soon developed for streetcars powered by electricity; they were 

called trolley cars.  

5. Explain the following dates 

1826, 1827, 1832, 1835, 1857, 1871, 1873, 1878, 1883, 1888, 1890, 1905, 1920s  

6. Write down 4 forms of  the underlined verbs 

7. Define the tense 

had patented, constructed, shall ask, have reached, is given, have circled, had 

abandoned, was called,  will have pulled, were owned, had  been, will wave, were 

riding, was connected, is driving, are pulled, will be placed, will roll, began, become, 

will be used, give, was born, will be generated, were touch.  

8. Turn the Active Voice into the Passive 

had patented, draw, constructed, ask, have reached, give, called, pulled, will organize, 

will take, were riding, has connected, have placed, carried, is controlling, are using, 

collect, develop, replaced, have convert, finished, kept, located, has installed, is 

generating  

9. Define the degree of comparison 

less nervous, the safest, more progressive, amazing, the smallest, lower, regular, more 

comfortable, larger, the largest, the most famous, bigger, slower, long, huge, the busiest, 

complete, the least successful  
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UNIT 7. Bridges and tunnels construction. 

 

 

1. Read and translate the text. 

Early bridges. 

 

Bridges are structures built over a river, railroad track, road, lakes, ravines, 

canyons, highways or some other obstacle. They allow people or vehicles to cross from 

one side to another. 

 Bridges must be built strong enough to safely support their own weight as well as 

the weight of the people and vehicles that pass over it. The bridge must also withstand 

natural occurrences that include weathering, earthquakes, strong winds, and freezing and 

thawing.  

There's no doubt you've seen a bridge, and it's almost as likely that you've traveled 

over one. If you've ever laid a plank or log down over a stream to keep from getting wet, 

you've even constructed a bridge. Bridges are truly ubiquitous -- a natural part of 

everyday life. The type of bridge used depends on various features of the obstacle. The 

main feature that controls the bridge type is the size of the obstacle. How far is it from 

one side to the other? This is a major factor in determining what type of bridge to use.  

In ancient times the first bridges made by humans were probably spans of wooden 

logs or planks and eventually stones, using a simple support and crossbeam 

arrangement.  

Some early Americans used trees or bamboo poles to cross small caverns or wells 

to get from one place to another. A common form of lashing sticks, logs, and deciduous 

branches together involved the use of long reeds or other harvested fibers woven 

together to form a connective rope which was capable of binding and holding in place 

materials used in early bridges.  

The greatest bridge builders of antiquity were the ancient Romans. The Romans 

built arch bridges and aqueducts that could stand in conditions that would damage or 

destroy earlier designs. The Romans built long, arched spans, many of which are still 

standing. The Romans also used cement, which reduced the variation of strength found 

in natural stone. Brick and mortar bridges were built after the Roman era, as the 

technology for cement was lost then later rediscovered. 
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 Rope bridges, a simple type of suspension bridge, were used by the Inca 

civilization in the Andes Mountains of South America, just prior to European 

colonization in the 1500s.  

Bridges built during the Middle Ages usually rested on crude stone arches with 

heavy piers (intermediate supports) that were a great obstruction to river traffic, and 

their roadways were often lined with small shops.  

The best known early American design is the New England covered bridge. 

Colonial American bridge builders were willing to run the risk of rot or fire in exchange 

for such savings in time and manpower. Beginning with Abraham Darby's bridge at 

Coalbrookdale in 1779, most bridges began to be built of cast and wrought iron. Robert 

Stephenson, an English engineer, designed and built a bridge of this type across Menai 

Strait in North Wales (1850). Another is Victoria Bridge across the St. Lawrence at 

Montreal. The disadvantage of cast iron for bridges is its low tensile strength. During the 

18th century there were many innovations in the design of timber bridges by Hans 

Ulrich, Johannes Grubenmann, and others.  

With the Industrial Revolution in the 19th century, truss systems of wrought iron 

were developed for larger bridges, but iron did not have the tensile strength to support 

large loads. With the advent of steel, which has a high tensile strength, much larger 

bridges were built, many using the ideas of Gustave Eiffel.  

 

2.  Put a question tag. 

 

1. The bridge must withstand natural occurrences that include weathering, 

earthquakes, strong winds, ________________? 

2. The main feature that controls the bridge type is the size of the obstacle, _______ 

__________? 

3. The greatest bridge builders of antiquity were the ancient Romans, ___________? 

4. Cement reduced the variation of strength found in natural stone, _____________? 

5. Since 1779 most bridges began to be built of cast and wrought iron, 

_____________? 

6. Robert Stephenson designed and built a bridge of this type across Menai Strait, 

________________? 

7. During the 18th century there were many innovations in the design of timber, 

_________________? 
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8. Iron did not have the tensile strength to support large loads, ___________? 

9. Steel has a high tensile strength, ______________? 

 

3. Translate the following words. 

 

1 ravine  14 fiber  

2 obstacle  15 rope  

3 withstand  16 mortar  

4 span  17 suspension  

5 log  18 crude  

6 plank  19 pier  

7 ubiquitous  20 rot  

8 crossbeam  21 wrought iron  

9 reed  22 cast iron  

10 bamboo poles  23 tensile  

11 cavern  24 truss system  

12 deciduous  25 lashing  

 

4. Match the parts of word combinations. 

 

1 railroad  a weight 

2 to support  b a plank 

3 natural  c civilization 

4 to lay  d track 

5 to cross  e bridges 

6 mortar  f caverns 

7 Inca  g occurrences 

 

5. Make up your own sentences with them. 

 

6. Write out from the text above the events which took place in the indicated period 

of time. 

1. The Roman era 

2. The Middle Ages 

3. Since 1779 
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4. The Industrial Revolution 

 

 7.  Answer the following questions.   

1. What is a bridge by definition? 

2. Why must bridges be strong enough? 

3. Were bridges a natural part of antique people’s life? 
4. Why were the Romans different in building bridges? 

5. What civilization used rope bridges? 

6. What were Darby's bridges made of? 

7. Was low tensile strength of cast iron for bridges advantage or disadvantage? 

8. Did iron have the tensile strength to support large loads during the Industrial 

Revolution? 

 

8. Fill in the blanks using the words below. 

 

Romans, obstacle, humans, century, wooden, wet, cement, stone, plank, feature, timber, 

bridges, many, ancient. 

 

1. __________are structures built over a river, railroad track, road etc. 

2. They laid a ___________ or log down over a stream to keep from getting 

___________. 

3. The main ____________ that controls the bridge is the size of the _________. 

4. In _________ times the first bridges made by ________ were probably spans of 

____________ logs. 

5. The ___________ also used ___________, which reduced the variation of 

strength found in natural ____________. 

6. During the 18th ____________ there were ____________ innovations in the 

design of ____________ bridges by Hans Ulrich and others. 

 

9. Read the text again. Entitle each part. 

 

10.  Retell the text above. 

 

11. Translate the text into English. 

 

� $BEE<< C9D6O9 :9?9;AO9 @BEFO CBS6<?<EP 6 1780-9 7.7. < BF?<K4?<EP BF 

96DBC9=E><I F9@, KFB 5O?< 5B?PL9= K4EFPR <@9AAB :9?9;AO@<, 4 A9 KG7GAAO@<. 

"8<A <; A<I 5O? E89?4A CB CDB9>FG �:. �64D9A7< 8?S C4D>4 6 &4DE>B@ E9?9. �4F9@ 

CBE?98B64?4 E9D<S @BEFB6, <;7BFB6?9AA4S A4 %9EFDBD9J>B@ BDG:9=AB@ ;46B89. �64 

:9?9;AOI @BEF4 1793-1794 A4IB8SFES 6 &46D<K9E>B@ E48G 6 #9F9D5GD79. 1F< 

C4@SFA<>< <A:9A9DAB7B <E>GEEF64 ?<LP CB E?GK4=ABEF< G84?BEP EC4EF< BF EABE4 - 
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EB69DL9AEF6B <I >BAEFDG>J<< F4>B6B, KFB 8B?7B9 6D9@S <I EK<F4?< CDB<;6989A<S@< 

;A4K<F9?PAB 5B?99 CB;8A97B 6D9@9A<.  

� A4K4?9 XIX 6. 6 #9F9D5GD79 CBS6?S9FES AB6O= F<C @BEFB6 - "<; CB?OI 

KG7GAAOI SM<>B6", C9D6O@ <; >BFBDOI 5O? "�9D8B6 @BEF" (1805-1806) A4 B8AB@ <; 

CD<FB>B6 !96O.  � 1807 7. �9EF9 EBEF46<? 8?S #9F9D5GD74 C9D6O= 6 @<D9 

B5D4;JB6O= CDB9>F KG7GAAB7B @BEF4 < 6 1810-20-9 77. 6 7BDB89 CBS6<?BEP B>B?B 

89ESF< QF<I EBBDG:9A<=, >4;46L<IES 6 FB 6D9@S A9B5OKAB ?97><@<.  

#9D6B9 89ESF<?9F<9 XIX 6. EF4?B 6D9@9A9@ 6B;A<>AB69A<S @BEFB6 64AFB6B= 

>BAEFDG>J<< (<?< 4@9D<>4AB-96DBC9=E>B= E<EF9@O); A4K4?B <I EFDB<F9?PEF6G 5O?B 

CB?B:9AB 4@9D<>4AJ9@ �:BAB@ (<8?99@, RD<EFB@ CB B5D4;B64A<R, 

D4EE@4FD<646L<@ EFDB<F9?PEF6B @BEFB6 >4> 8BCB?A<F9?PAB9 ED98EF6B ;4D45BF>4. � 

QFB :9 6D9@S <89S 64AFB6B7B @BEF4 CD<L?4 6 7B?B6G 4DI<F9>FBD4 �<F59D74. 

�AF9D9E9A H4>F BFEGFEF6<S FBKAOI D4EK9FB6 >BAEFDG>J<< 6 C9D6OI :9?9;AOI 

@BEF4I. �B 1820-I 77. D4EK9FO ;4@9AS?<EP @B89?PR 6 1/3 69?<K<AO D94?PAB= 

CBEFDB=><, KFB B5NSEAS9FES A9GEFB=K<6BEFPR >4K9EF64 6OC?46>< :9?9;4 6 D4AA<= 

C9D<B8.  

 

12. Come up with the best title for the text above. 

 

13. Read and translate the text. 

 

The mystery of the tunnels of South America. 

 
Recently, Erick von Daniken reported that he'd had been in a network of tunnels that run 

for thousands of miles beneath the South American continent. He saw immense rooms filled 

with metallic plaques. They constitute a possible record of the ancient world. The first 

knowledge about these immense underground tunnels came when the Conquistadores invaded 

ancient South America.  

It is believed by some treasure hunters that the llama loads of gold were hidden in these 

ancient tunnels. Indian legends say the gold was secreted "in such a place that even we do not 

know the location."  

Among the artifacts that vanished were the mummified bodies of thirteen Inca emperors. 

They had sat on golden chairs in the Temple of the Sun, the chairs resting on a huge slab of 

gold.  The mummified remains of Inca rulers were placed around the temple decorated with 
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golden jewelry and precious stones. Near the mummies were large gold plates engraved with a 

picture of the Inca as they appeared during life.  

The important buildings in the Coricancha were connected by underground tunnels with 

the fortress. Entrances to these tunnels started at the Chincana, "the place where one gets lost." 

Too many adventurous treasure hunters were going in to the caverns and disappearing.  

The masonry is for the most part, as solid as if built only a few years ago, and the passages 

are so extensive that we were able to spend the whole day exploring the recesses of this 

building which must have been reared three thousand years ago. No such walls are built in that 

region today. In a place where four corridors meet stands the famous idol of Chavin. 

Rumors of these massive tunnels were so persistent during the 1850's that a viceroy of 

Peru decided to find the entrance. An expedition was outfitted and sent to find an entrance into 

the subterranean passages.  

 The tunnels started at Cuzco and ran underground to Lima, a distance of around 380 

miles by air. At Lima the tunnels turn southward into what is now modern Bolivia. This is a 

distance of some thousand miles!  

We can assume that the ancient builders of the tunnels anticipated possible grave robbers. 

They probably created a deadly trap for unwary ghouls.  

 The concept of vast underground passages is enough to boggle the mind. That such 

tunnels could be constructed indicates a science in pre-Inca or Inca days. It means there was a 

technology capable of building a labyrinth beneath the earth.  

And for what purpose? It is one thing to construct an underground shelter in the event of a 

catastrophe. Such a cavern, man-made or naturally formed, would provide safe refuge against 

an impending disaster. To construct tunnels that run for a hundred or a thousand miles beneath 

the South American continent is beyond the boundaries of present knowledge. Exactly who 

built the tunnel and why, remains a mystery. 

Perhaps the mystery of the tunnels will be solved someday in the future. Until then, we 

might consider that these structures were probably in South America prior to the reign of the 

Incas. Some scholars have suggested that the tunnels were built by the Atlaneans. Others have 

speculated that an unknown race that existed before the flood constructed the tunnels.  

 

14. Transcribe the following words. 
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1. tunnel 

2. beneath 

3. ancient 

4. treasure 

5. mummified 

6. precious 

7. adventurous 

8. subterranean 

9. southward 

10. assume 

11. ghoul 

12. science 

13. labyrinth 

14. catastrophe 

15. boundaries 

 

15. Answer the following questions.   

 

1. What is your impression of the text? 

2. Why is the text called as the mystery of tunnels? 

3. What remained in the tunnels? 

4. What do the scientists say about the manner of building and decorating of these tunnels? 

5. Is it known exactly now what purpose did the ancients have to build the tunnels? 

6. What points of views exist among the scientists on the subject of purpose of building 

tunnels? 

 

16. Put the verbs in brackets in suitable tense-form. 

 

A tunnel _____ (to be) an underground passageway for trains or automobiles, 

through or under an obstruction, as a city, mountain, river, harbor, or the like. It _____ 

(to be) also an approximately horizontal gallery or corridor in a mine.  

The definition of what constitutes a tunnel ____ (to be) not universally agreed 

upon. However, in general tunnels ______ (to be) at least twice as long as they ______ 

(to be) wide. In addition, they should be completely enclosed on all sides, save for the 

openings at each end. Some civic planners ______ (to define) a tunnel as 0.1 miles (0.16 

km) in length or longer, while anything shorter than this should be called an underpass 

or a chute.  

A tunnel may ____ (to be) for pedestrians or cyclists, for general road traffic, for 

motor vehicles only, for rail traffic, or for a canal. Some ______ (to be) aqueducts, 

constructed purely for carrying water 4 for consumption, for hydroelectric purposes or 

as sewers 4 while others _____ (to carry) other services such as telecommunications 

cables. There _____ (to be) even tunnels designed as wildlife crossings for European 

badgers and other endangered species. Some secret tunnels ____ also ______ 

_________ (to make) as a method of entrance or escape from an area. Some tunnels 

____ (to be) not for transport at all but are fortifications. 
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In the United Kingdom a pedestrian tunnel or other underpass beneath a road _____ 

(to call) a subway. This term _____ (to use) in the past in the United States, but now 

_______ (to refer) to underground rapid transit systems. 

The central part of a rapid transit network ___ usually _____ (to build) in tunnels. 

To allow non-level crossings, some lines _____ (to run) in deeper tunnels than others. 

Rail stations with much traffic usually _______ (to provide) pedestrian tunnels from one 

platform to another, though others _____ (to use) bridges. 
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UNIT 8. Tube construction. 

 
1. Read and translate the text. 

 

The use of underground space in big cities. 

 
At a conference held in Tokyo in 1974 leading representatives of New York, 

London, Paris, Moscow and Tokyo met to discuss the problems of the World's Great 

Cities. 

The representatives spoke of the extremely rapid intensification of urban space 

density, of the absolute shortage of services, sewers, roads and other urban facilities as 

well as new urban problems. 

In this connection the exploration of urban subspace for the movement of goods, 

freight, persons has become vitally important. 

Moscow has a total and comprehensive view of the subsurface: the use of 

underground space in cities like Moscow, where there is a considerable number of 

historical architectural structures of value, especially in the central part, is the way 

towards solving the transportation problem. 

The complex scheme of utilizing underground space which has been worked out, 

involves an underground network of tunnels for cars under the central part of the city, 

duplicating the surface transportation network as well as underground garages. 

New York too has a vast and expanding transport system carrying some 7.5 million 

people each business day. 

The simple statistics that the subways of New York alone carry more passengers 

than all US domestic airlines combined show the great importance of transportation 

underspace. 

 

2. Find the explanation of these words in vocabulary. 

 

1. representative _____________________________________ 

2. intensification _____________________________________ 

3. density ___________________________________________ 

4. sewer ____________________________________________ 

5. facility ___________________________________________ 

6. exploration ________________________________________ 

7. freight ____________________________________________ 
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8. network ___________________________________________ 

9. duplicate __________________________________________ 

10. expand ____________________________________________ 

11. domestic ___________________________________________ 

 
3. Make up your own sentences with them. 

 

4. Fill in the table. 

 

Noun Verb 

leader  

 to discuss 

intensification  

 to serve 

shortage  

 to move 

connection  

 to expand 

exploration  

 to combine 

 
5. Write out all ing-forms and tell what part of speech they are. 

 

6. Answer the following questions. 

 

1. Who met in Tokyo to discuss the problem of big cities? 

2. What was the problem discussed by the representatives? 

3. Has the exploration of urban space or subspace become vitally important? 

4. Why does the use of underground space in big cities seem the real way out of the 

problem? 

5. How do the scientists present us the scheme of utilizing subsurface? 

6. Do the New York subways carry fewer passengers than all US airlines? 

7. Do you suppose the underground tunnels are important for nowadays cities and 

why? 

 

7. Choose the right variant. 

 

1. A conference was held in _____________ 

a. Tokyo;  b. Moscow;  c. New York;  d. London. 

 

2. There weren’t any representatives of __________ at the conference. 
a. Paris;  b. Washington;  c. Moscow;  d. Rome. 

 

3. The discussed topic was the exploration of __________. 

a. urban airspace; b. urban subspace;  c. urban subwaterspace. 
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4. The complex scheme of utilizing subspace involves ____________. 

a. underground houses;  b. underground pubs;  c. underground garages. 

 

5. Each day New York transport system carries more _______________. 

a. 7,5 million people;  b. 7,5 thousand people;  c. 7,5 billion people. 

 

8. Tick () the sentences which are true. 

 

1 The presidents of New York, London, Paris, Moscow and Tokyo met at 

the conference to discuss the problems of big cities space. 

 

2 The representatives spoke of the extremely rapid intensification of urban 

space density. 

 

3 The absolute shortage of services, sewers, roads is old and unimportant 

urban problems nowadays. 

 

4 The use of underground space in big cities is the real way towards solving 

the transportation problem. 

 

5 The New York subways carry much more passengers than all 

international airlines combined. 

 

 

9. Make up sentences. 

 

1. freight, in this, of goods, the exploration ,vitally, subspace, the movement, for, 

become, persons, has, connection, important, of urban. ______________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

2. the, Moscow, in cities, like, use, is, towards, solving, space, the, of, transportation, 

the way , problem, underground. ________________________________________ 

________________________________________________________________________ 

3. the, the, statistics, great, underspace, importance, simple, of, transportation, show. 

________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

10. Read and translate the text 

Moscow metro. 

More than 40 years ago, in June 1931, it was decided to start preparations for the 

building of the Metro in Moscow. In the spring of 1932 the project drawn up by Soviet 

engineers and architects was endorsed. Thousands of young specialists and mine 

workers, construction workers from the Donbas and from Moscow Region, from the 

Urals, and Dneprostroi went underground into Metro shafts and tunnels. In a short time 

(it was called a record time by the world press) the first line was constructed. More than 

eleven kilometers of track connected the Sokolniki district with the Gorky Park district. 

There were ten stations on this line. The construction work was done in difficult 
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geological conditions, of a kind never encountered by European or American Metro 

builders. 

So this day saw the first section of a double track line 8 miles long put into 

operation. 

The Metro was opened on May 15, 1935. Since then building work on the Metro 

has not stopped for a single day. Even at the time when the fascist hordes were near 

Moscow, the Metro builders continued their work. 

After the war the scale of construction increased considerably. The construction of 

the belt line was completed and it connected all the radial routes. The new routes and 

stations began appearing in new housing districts. Some of the lines go overland, across 

new bridges and aqueducts. 

Moscow's rapidly increasing population, the growth of its industrial enterprises and 

cultural institutions required the capital to have efficient and convenient means for 

accommodating passenger traffic.   

The Soviet people wanted the Metro to be the best in the world. 

There are many stations in the Metro; their surface buildings and underground halls 

are spacious, well ventilated and well lit. They differ widely in architectural design and 

are decorated with marble, bronze, aluminium and glass. The present Metro coaches are 

much better than the early ones. They are -considerably lighter in weight, and the seats 

are soft. Muscovites and the visitors to the city do not have to wait long for trains, for 

the interval between them is always short. "Clever" machines have appeared in the 

Metro recently. An experimental automatic driver conducts trains according to the time-

table and stops precisely as required. 

The Moscow Metro is developing rapidly. The capital is growing and new Metro 

lines are being constructed every year. 

 

11. Find out all mistakes and write down the right variant. 

1. priperation ___________________ 

2. enjiners  _____________________ 

3. canstryction ___________________ 

4. konditionz  ____________________ 

5. dable    _______________________ 

6. opereition _____________________ 
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7. incrised _______________________ 

8. popjulation ____________________ 

9. wentilated   ____________________  

10. avtometic ____________________ 

 

12. Transcribe the following words. 

 

building  

architect  

thousands  

region  

encounter  

fascist  

considerably  

aqueducts  

efficient  

surface  

widely  

interval  

experimental  

precisely  

required  

 

13. Match the columns. 

 

1 drawn up a L4IF9DO 

2 mine workers b CDB@OL?9AAO9 CD98CD<SF<S 
3 go overland c 647BAO @9FDB 
4 industrial enterprises d D4;D45BF4AAO= 
5 well lit e CDBIB8<FP A48 CB69DIABEFPR ;9@?< 
6 metro coaches f @D4@BD 
7 marble g IBDBLB BE69M9AAO= 
1 ___, 2 ___, 3 ___, 4 ___, 5 ___, 6 ___, 7 ___. 

 

 

14. Write out all phrases with Passive Voice and transform them into Active Voice. 

1. __________________________________________________________________ 

2. __________________________________________________________________ 

3. __________________________________________________________________ 

4. __________________________________________________________________ 

5. __________________________________________________________________ 

 

15. Unscramble the words. 

 

1. jtprcoe __________________ 
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2. netnul  __________________ 

3. ilne  ____________________ 

4. sionsta __________________ 

5. actkr  ___________________ 

6. psgensare  _______________ 

7. ouisapc _________________ 

8. zborn ___________________ 

9. atrnsi ___________________ 

10. otsf ____________________ 

 

16. Fill in the table. 

 

Infinitive Past Indefinite Participle II Participle I 

 decided   

to build    

  drawn  

to be    

   doing 

 saw   

to open    

  begun  

to grow    

 wanted   

to lit    

   stopping 

 

17. Answer the questions. 

 

1. Who was endorsed for building the Moscow Metro? 

2. How much time did it take to construct the first line? 

3. What was the difference between the construction of the European and the Soviet 

metro? 

4. Did the Moscow Metro stop during the time when the fascists were near Moscow? 

5. What was the reason for the capital to have efficient and convenient means for 

accommodating passenger traffic? 

6. What building materials are used for decorating the Metro nowadays? 

7. What does 5clever’ machine mean/ 
8. Do you think that the future is for the underground constructions? Why? 

 

18.  Translate into English. 

1.  O IBF9?<, KFB5O 6O CB>4;4?< A4@ @BE>B6E>B9 @9FDB. 
2. "A< ;A4RF, KFB 6O IBDBL<= EFDB<F9?P. 
3. #4EE4:<DO 6<89?<, >4> CB9;8 CB8BL9? > C?4FHBD@9. 
4. �;69EFAB, KFB ;4?O  BE>B6E>B7B @9FDB IBDBLB BE69M9AO < <@9RF IBDBLGR 
69AF<?SJ<R. 
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5. ":<84RF, KFB EFDB<F9?PEF6B QFB7B FBAA9?S 5G89F ;4>BAK9AB 6 EDB>. 
 

19. Match beginnings and endings of sentences. 

 

1 In June 1931 it was decided .... a .... connected the Sokolniki district with 

the Gorky Park district. 

2 More than 11 km of track ..... b ..... completed and it connected all the 

radial routes. 

3 On May 15, 1935 ..... c .... trains according to the time-table and 

stops precisely as required. 

4 The construction of the belt line 

was ...... 

d ..... to start the building of the Metro in 

Moscow. 

5 An experimental automatic driver 

conducts ..... 

e ...... the Metro was opened. 

1 ___, 2 ___, 3 ___, 4 ___, 5 ___. 

 

20. Divide the text into 3 logical parts and define the key idea of each one. 

 

21. Write a short resume of the text. 
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Grammar 

�?47B? to be 6 Simple Active 

Present Past Future 

(I) am 

(he, she, it) is 

(we, you, they) are 

was (98. K.) were 

(@A. K.) 

shall be (1-9 ?.) 

will be 

 

�?47B? to have 6 Simple Active 

Present Past Future 

have (got)  

has (got) 

had shall have  

will have 

 

О5BDBF there + to be 6 Simple Active 

Present Past Future 

there is (98.K.)  

there are (@A.K.) 

there was (98.K.)  

there were (@A.K.) 

there will be 

 

%F9C9A8 ED46A9A8я CD8?474F9?PAOI 

 #B?B:<F9?PA4S %D46A<F9?PA4S #D96BEIB8A4S 

I long easy longer  

easier 

(the) longest 

 (the) easiest 

C interesting more interesting (the) most interesting 

H good  

bad 

much, many  

little 

better  

worse 

 more  

less 

(the) best  

(the) worst (the) most  

(the) least 
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�D9@9A4 7DGCCO Simple Passive 

to be + Participle # 

Infinitive to be written, to be translated 

Present  

Past  

Future 

The letter is written/translated. 

 The letter was written/translated.  

The letter will be written/translated. 

 

%6B8A4я F45?8J4 @B84?PAOI 7?47B?B6 8 8I Q>6864?9AFB6 

 Present Past Future 

�B?:9AEF6B64A<9 I must meet him.   

I have to meet him. I had to meet 

him. 

I shall have to meet 

him. 

I am to meet him. I was to meet 

him. 

I’ll be to meet him. 

I should meet him.   

%CBEB5ABEFP <?< 

6B;@B:ABEFP 

EB69DL9A<S 

89=EF6<S 

He can help you. He could help 

you. 

 

He is able to help you. He was able to 

help you. 

He will be able to help 

you. 

$4;D9L9A<9 <?< 

6B;@B:ABEFP 

(69DBSFABEFP) 

I may use this device. I might use this 

device 

 

I am allowed to use 

the device. 

I was allowed 

to use the 

device. 

I shall be allowed to 

use the device. 
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&45?8J4 6D9@9A 7DGCCO Simple Active 

(BD@4 Present Simple Past Simple Future Simple 

'F69D8<F9?P

A4S 

My friends study 

French.  

He speaks English. 

My friends studied 

French at school. 

He spoke English at 

the conference. 

My friends will study 

French at the Institute. The 

teacher will speak about our 

English exam. 

�BCDBE<F9?P

A4S 

Do your friends 

study French?  

 

Does he speak 

English? 

Did your friends study 

French at school?  

Did he speak English 

at the conference? 

Will your friends study 

French at the Institute?  

 

Will the teacher speak about 

our English exam? 

"FD<J4F9?PA

4S 

 

My friends don't 

study French. 

 He doesn't speak 

English. 

My friends did not 

study French.  

He didn't speak 

English at the 

conference. 

My friends won't study 

French at the Institute.  

The teacher won't speak 

about our English exam. 

 

%FDG>FGD4 EC9J84?PAOI 6BCDBEB6 

�BCDBE<-

F9?PAO9 

E?B64 

�ECB@B74F9

?PAO= 

7?47B? 

#B8?9:4M99 < 

BCD989?9A<9 > 

A9@G 

%@OE?B6B= 

7?47B? 6 HBD@9 

<AH<A<F<64 

�DG7<9 K?9AO 

CD98?B:9A<S 

What Where 

When 

do  

did 

will 

you  

he  

your sister 

do 

go  

return 

in the evening?  

yesterday? 

 home? 
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&45?8J4 6D9@9A 7DGCCO Progressive Active 

$BD@0 Present Progressive Past Progressive Future Progressive 

#Fв5D4иF5?P
A0я 

The are having an 

English class. 

 

 

He is still writing an 

exercise. 

They were having an 

English class when I 

came to see them.  

He was writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock. 

They will be having an 

English class tomorrow at 

9 o'clock.  

 

He will be writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock tomorrow. 

�BCDBEиF5?P
A0я 

Are they having an 

English class? 

 

Is he still writing an 

exercise? 

Were they having an 

English class when I 

came to see them?  

 

Was he writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock. 

Will they be having an 

English class tomorrow at 

9 o'clock?    

 

Will he be writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock tomorrow? 

�FDиF0F5?P
A0я 

They aren't having 

an English class, they 

are having a Russian 

class. 

 

He isn't writing an 

exercise, he is reading 

a book. 

They weren't having 

an English class when 1 

came to see them, they 

were having a Russian 

class.  

 

He wasn't writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock, he was reading 

a book. 

They will not be having 

an English class tomor-

row at 9 o'clock, they will 

be having a Russian class.  

 

He won't be writing an 

exercise from 6 till 8 

o'clock tomorrow, he'll be 

reading a book. 
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&45?8J4 6D9@9A 7DGCCO Perfect Active 

(BD@4 Present Perfect Past Perfect Future Perfect 

'F69D8<F9?PA4S I have sent the 

letter. 

I had already sent 

the letter by 6 

o'clock yesterday. 

I shall have sent the letter 

by tomorrow evening. 

�BCDBE<F9?PA4S Have you sent the 

letter? 

Had you sent the 

letter by 6 o'clock 

yesterday? 

Will you have sent the 

letter by tomorrow 

evening? 

"FD<J4F9?PA4S I have not sent the 

letter yet. 

I had not sent the 

letter by 6 o'clock 

yesterday. 

I shall not have sent the 

letter by tomorrow evening. 

 

&45?8J4 6D9@9A Simple, Progressive, Perfect in Passive Voice 

 Simple Progressive Perfect 

 to be + Participle II to be + being + 

Participle II 

to have + been + Participle II 

 

The letter is  

translated 

The letter is being 

translated 

The letter has been translated 

Present Is the letter translated? Is the letter being 

translated? 

Has the letter been translated? 

 

The letter isn't 

translated 

The letter isn't being 

translated 

The letter hasn't been translated. 

Past The letter was 

translated 

The letter was being  

translated 

The letter had been translated 

 Was the letter  

translated? 

Was the letter being 

translated? 

Had the letter been translated? 

 The letter wasn't 

translated. 

The letter wasn't 

being translated 

The letter hadn't been translated? 

Future The letter will be 

translated 

 The letter will have been 

 Will the letter be 

translated? 

He GCBFD95?SRFES. Will the letter have been 

translated? 
 The letter won't be 

translated 

 The letter won't have been 

translated. 
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&45?8J4 CDB876B8AOI E?B6 BF some, any, no, every 

 9EFB<@9A<S + thing +body, one +where 'CBFD95?SRFE

S some 

=9>>B>@O= 

>4>>=-B> 

>4>>=-=<5C8P 

=9A>>?P>> 

something чB>-B>, 

 чB>-=<5C8P 

somebody 

someone 

>B>-B> 

>B>-=<5C8P 

somewhere 

789-B>, >C84-

B>, 789-

=<5C8P, 

 >C84-=<5C8P 

6 GF69D8.  

CD98?. 

any 

1 )6AO><= ?N5>= 

2)>4>>=-=<5C8P 

anything 

1 )6AP  

2)чB>-B> 3)чB>-

=<5C8P 

anybody 

anyone 

1)6AO><=,  

2)>B>-B>, 

>B>-=<5C8P 

anywhere 

1)69;89,  

2)789-=<5C8P, 

>C84-=<8C8P 

1)6 GF69D8. 2)6 

6BCDBE<F, 

CD98?. 

no, not any 

=<>4>>= + =9 

nothing (not 

anything) =<чB> 

+ =9 =<ч97> 

nobody (not 

anybody), no 

one 

=<>B> + =9 

nowhere  

not anywhere 

=<789, 

=<>C84 + =9 

6 BFD<J4F. 

CD98C. 

every 

6AO><=,  

>4:8O= 

everything 

6AP 

everbody 

everyone 

6A9 

everywhere 

69;89, 

?>6AN8C 

6 GF69D8., 

6BCDBE<F, < 

BFD<J4F. CD98?. 
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%?B6BB5D47B64F9?PAO9 4HH8>EO 

%GM9EF6<F9?PAO9 

- ion / - sion /-tion 

- er / -or 

-ing 

-ment 

-ty / -ity 

-ance / -ence 

-ness 

-ure / -ture 

 

- discussion, transmission, 

combination 

- writer, inspector 

- opening 

- development 

- activity 

- importance, difference 

- darkness 

  - mixture 

 

#D<?474F9?PAO9  

-ic 

-ive  

-able / -ible 

-ant / -ent 

-ous 

-al 

-ful 

-less 

-un / -in / -ir / -il / -im 

 

- democratic 

- progressive 

- valuable, accessible 

-resistant, different 

- dangerous 

- central 

- hopeful 

- hopeless 

- uncomfortable, indirect, 

irregular, illogical, impossible 

�?47B?  

-ize 

re- 

 

- to characterize 

- to rewrite 

 

 

 

 


